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- Step by step installation of diamond planking.
- Refer to installation drawings for orientation of flooring
FLOORING (DIAMOND PLANKING)

Cutting and fitting for diamond plank is done by the installer.

PLANK LAYOUT ASSEMBLY
Make sure that the layout of the floor assembly is either preferred or the acceptable layout. Must stagger the joints to ensure a solid floor system.

PREFERRED LAYOUT

Two planks are in between the joints.

ACCEPTABLE LAYOUT

Cut half of the plank, and use the other half at the end.

One plank is in between the joints.

NOT ACCEPTABLE LAYOUT

No plank are in between the joints.
INTERLOCKING THE PLANKS

Please follow the interlocking example below. Please note that the drawing is not to scale and is for reference purposes only.

**Please follow the same bolt pattern for the entire plank assembly.**
TOOL OPTIONS
USED TO MAKE CUT OUTS.
EXAMPLE: POSTS

3 TYPES OF TOOLS: USE TO CUT THE PLANKS INTO SECTIONS

ALWAYS USE SAFETY GOGGLES FOR PROTECTION